MASERGY ANNOUNCES INNOVATIVE PROCESS TO EARN 2019 STEM COLLEGE
SCHOLARSHIPS
Prizes totalling $10,000 available for most impactful inventions
DALLAS – Dec. 05, 2018 – Masergy, a leading provider of secure hybrid networking, cloud
communications and managed security solutions, is announcing its Spring and Fall 2019 STEM
(Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics) Scholarship program with an easy and fun
video application process. The new format is ideal for busy students interested in competing.
“We are passionate about rewarding STEM innovations because of their potential to change the
world in a meaningful way,” said James Parker, CEO, Masergy. “With so many industries where
these skills can be applied, we want to encourage students to dream big and make their ideas a
reality. We look forward to seeing the ingenuity and creativity displayed by the participants.”
STEM majors at a four-year accredited university are eligible for one of two $5,000 awards.
Interested students should submit a maximum of 60-second video showcasing a STEM-related
innovation they developed. Videos should be uploaded with @MASERGY on Twitter using
hashtag #MasergySTEMscholarship. A Masergy judging panel will determine winners based on
the originality and impact of their invention.
Submissions are currently being accepted until April 15 for Spring and August 15 for the Fall
semesters. Click here for a quick tutorial on the video submission process. Visit
https://masergy.com/stem-scholarship for more information about the program.
About Masergy
Masergy enables global enterprises to innovate, disrupt and dominate their industries with
transformative solutions in secure hybrid networking, cloud communications and m
 anaged
security. Built on the world’s most innovative Software Defined Platform, our agile technologies,
customizable solutions and unmatched customer experience are why leading organizations rely
on Masergy to stay ahead of the competition. Don’t fear what’s next. Be what’s next with
Masergy. Learn more and follow us on our blog Transforming Enterprise IT, Twitter@Masergy,
LinkedIn and Facebook.
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